Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The theory of modulars on linear spaces and the related theory of modular linear spaces have been established by Nakano in 1950 \[[@CR1]\]. Since then, these have been thoroughly developed by several mathematicians, for example, Amemiya \[[@CR2]\], Koshi and Shimogaki \[[@CR3]\], Yamamuro \[[@CR4]\], Orlicz \[[@CR5]\], Mazur \[[@CR6]\], Musielak \[[@CR7]\], Luxemburg \[[@CR8]\], Turpin \[[@CR9]\]. Up to now, the theory of modulars and modular spaces is widely applied in the study of interpolation theory \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] and various Orlicz spaces \[[@CR5]\].

First of all, we introduce to adopt the usual terminologies, notations, definitions and properties of the theory of modular spaces.
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Remark 1 {#FPar4}
--------
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The study of the stability of functional equations originated with Ulam \[[@CR12]\], who raised the stability problem of group homomorphisms. Hyers \[[@CR13]\] gave the first affirmative answer to Ulam's question in the case of a Cauchy functional equation in Banach spaces. In honor of the Hyers answer to the question of Ulam, the stability of functional equations may be called Hyers-Ulam stability. Hyers' approach to proving Ulam's problem, which is often called the direct method \[[@CR13]\], has been extensively used for studying the stability of various functional equations \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. Additionally, there are also other methods proving the Hyers-Ulam stability of some functional equations \[[@CR16]\], for example, the method using the property of shadowing \[[@CR17]\], the method of invariant means \[[@CR18]\], the method based on sandwich theorems \[[@CR19]\]. The most popular technique of proving the stability of functional equations except for direct method is the fixed point method \[[@CR16], [@CR20]--[@CR23]\].

On the other hand, many authors have investigated the stability using fixed point theorem of quasicontraction mappings in modular spaces without $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, by using the direct method, we present stability results and alternative stability results of additive functional equations and of quadratic functional equations which are refined versions of Sadeghi \[[@CR25]\], and Wongkum, Chaipunya and Kumam \[[@CR26]\].

Stability of additive functional equations in modular spaces {#Sec2}
============================================================

Throughout this paper, we assume that *V* is a linear space and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 1 {#FPar7}
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Corollary 3 {#FPar12}
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Stability of quadratic functional equations in modular spaces {#Sec3}
=============================================================

In this section, we investigate refined stability results of the original quadratic functional equation in modular space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 3 {#FPar13}
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Corollary 4 {#FPar15}
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Theorem 4 {#FPar16}
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Remark 3 {#FPar19}
--------
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Corollary 6 {#FPar20}
-----------
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

In this article, we have obtained the stability results and alternative stability results of additive functional equation and quadratic functional equation in modular spaces without using the Fatou property or the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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